[Evaluation of the sedation level with propofol with electroencephalographic Entropy in comparison with bispectral index monitor].
Entropy, a newly available electroencephalographic monitor, demonstrates two parameters, response entropy (RE) and state entropy (SE). The aim of this study is to compare RE and SE with bispectral index (BIS) during anesthetic induction with propofol. Fifteen patients received target controlled infusion of propofol starting at 3 microg x ml(-1). We measured RE, SE and BIS and recorded effect-site concentrations of propofol at three sedation levels: VR1; conscious state before infusion of propofol, VR2; no response to verbal command, and VR3; no response to verbal command and shaking. Spearman rank correlations and prediction probability for sedation level were analyzed. Effect-site concentrations of propofol at VR1, VR2, and VR3 were 0, 1.8 +/- 0.7, and 2.4 +/- 0.7, respectively. All three parameters showed significant correlations with sedation levels. Prediction probability values of SE, RE, and BIS were 0.905, 0.894, and 0.890, respectively. Response entropy and SE can provide similar information as BIS about the sedation level with propofol.